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Is a Core/Flex Policy Approach
Right for Your Organization?
With the ever-changing mobility landscape,
corporations continue to look for flexibility and
providing an enhanced relocation experience for
their employees. A core/flex approach meets both
of these objectives. As companies begin to socialize
this approach to their internal stakeholders here are
some considerations.

Traditional Tiered Approach vs. Core/Flex
Traditional Tiered Policy Approach
• Company establishes a pre-defined set of
standard benefits that all employees receive
based on move type, assignment type or
employee level

Core/Flex Policy Approach
• Core Benefits: A set of pre-determined benefits provided by
move type, assignment type or employee level that have been
identified as critical elements to a successful move

• Lack of HR or employee flexibility in this “Use
it or Lose it” style and swapping benefits is
traditionally not permitted

• Flex Benefits: A set of pre-defined ancillary benefits that the
employee may select from based on their specific needs and
preferences. The number of flex benefit options will vary by
move type, assignment type or employee level

• Greater number of exceptions are seen due to
limited flexibility and employee need

• Greatly reduces the number of exceptions due to employee
having more flexibility and control over the benefit selection
• Cost management is built into the program through the
pre-determined number of flex benefit selection options
allowed increased employee satisfaction is a typical result of
this style of program

Cost Analysis 101: A Brief “How To Guide”
To begin, review your relocation spend by policy, services, by move type, assignment
type or employee level. Consider exceptions that have been requested regularly in
the past. Next, determine what policy elements need to be core by determining what
support every employee needs to receive. The flexible elements are those which an
employee may or may not need based on individual preferences.
Once the analytics have been reviewed, the spirit of this approach is that costs should
be less than the company’s current overall relocation spend. Tailoring the core and flex
benefits options will play a role in the costs savings analysis.
Overall Tips for a Successful Core/Flex Program
When meeting with your key stakeholders, share the overview of the analytics process
and provide the proposed policy tier matrix that includes a breakdown of core benefits
and recommended flexible benefit options. This will be a critical step in obtaining the
required support and buy-in for this new program approach.
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Find the appropriate
balance between
entitlement and need. Make
sure that your policy aligns
with your organization’s
culture and objectives to
ensure success.

Other tips to keep in mind when considering implementing a Core/Flex policy
approach include:
• Designing your policy to match your goals. Make sure you match your policy
design to the flexibility you are seeking. For instance, if you are looking for more
consistency, you may include more core benefits than flex benefits. If
manager/employee flexibility is important, you may choose to offer more flexible
benefit options.
• Compliance and duty of care. Flexibility can be a good thing for employees
and managers alike, but make sure that it doesn’t come at the expense of critical
elements such as compliance and duty of care. It is your responsibility to manage,
and avoid, risk whenever possible and to support your employees.
• Striking the right balance. Find the appropriate balance between entitlement
and need. Make sure that your policy aligns with your organization’s culture and
objectives to ensure success. Your organization’s relocation and assignment
objectives, tolerance for flexibility, the customs of the locations where your
company relocates its employees, and your cost tolerance for employee mobility all
factor in and must be considered when creating your core-flex approach
• Ongoing Data Review and Reporting. A quarterly review of this new program
approach is recommended to validate all is working as intended. Reporting will
validate what flexible benefits are being selected and how often, helping to
determine if any core or flex benefit adjustments are necessary.
Now you have the tools to develop a core-flex approach to policy. If you believe that
flexibility will be accepted culturally within your organization, it’s time to get started.
Benefits Builder: Cartus’ Game-Changing Core/Flex Relocation Solution
Benefits Builder is a unique tool to help companies manage relocation costs while
putting employees in control of their relocation experience. Employees are empowered
to personalize their moves by self selecting program benefits, while companies that
implement a core/flex program reduce program costs by 10-20%, on average—with
some seeing savings as high as 60%! All of this is possible thanks to Benefits Builder’s
market-defining design and functionality, including fully integrated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Core/Flex policy framework
Standard benefit offerings
Employee-choice – benefits selection
Client-choice – benefits modeling
Employee & consultant
co-browse capability
Destination search tool & videos
Supplier contact information
HR and mobility leader dashboard
Budget management

To learn more or request a demo, contact your Cartus representative,
or e-mail us at cartussolutions@cartus.com.
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